THE NAME YAHWEH
I’ll layout the grammatical argument in Stages below for simplicity’s sake. I will say ahead of
time, however, that I am in agreement with you, John. Until we have what could legitimately
be categorized as “original” documents, we have absolutely no way of knowing what the
pronunciation of the Name is for sure. However, our ignorance in this time is no excuse for
abstinence. In my opinion, we, as followers of Messiah and children of the Almighty should use
some legitimate possibility for the Name and not replace it with clear replacement words such
as Adonai or Elohim.

STAGE I
Initially we should observe that the Name as found in the Masoretic Text is pointed in seven
different ways:

 יְ הֹוָה- Y’howah (ē - ĕ - hō - wä), example found in Genesis 3:14
 יְ הוָ ה- Y’hwah (ē - ĕ - wä), example found in Genesis 2:4
 – יֱ הֹוִהYehowih (ē - ĕ - hō - wĭ), example found in Judges 16:28
 – יֱ הוִ הYehwih (ē - ĕ - wĭ), example found in Genesis 15:2
 יְ הֹוִה- Y’howih (ē - ĕ - hō – wĭ), example found in 1 Kings 2:26
 יְ הוִ ה- Y’hwih (ē - ĕ - wĭ), example found in Ezekiel 24:24
 יֲ הוָ ה- Yahwah (ē - ă - wä), example found in Psalm 144:15
At this point our spiritual ears should immediately perk up and we should be saying – “Huh?!”
This point alone brings great suspicion upon any pronunciation we have laid out for us in the
Hebrew text itself.
Then we have the familiar Paleo-Hebrew and Old-Hebrew forms, hWhY and יהוה,
respectively. But, neither of those aid in knowing the pronunciation whatsoever.

STAGE II
The root of the Name needs to be found in order to even begin looking for an appropriate
pronunciation. The simplest scriptural location from which we can discern the meaning
underlying the Name is in Exodus 3:14-15:

ֹאמ ֙ר ִל ְבנֵ ֣י יִ ְׂש ָר ֵא֔ל
ַ ֗אמר כֹּ֤ה ת
ֶ ֹים ֶאל־מ ֶֹׁש֔ה ֶא ְֽהיֶ ֖ה ֲא ֶׁש֣ר ֶא ְֽהיֶ ֑ה וַ יּ
֙ ֤אמר ֱאל ִֹה
ֶ ֹוַ יּ
ֶא ְֽהיֶ ֖ה ְׁש ָל ַח֥נִ י ֲא ֵל ֶיכֽם׃
ל־בּנֵ ֣י יִ ְׂש ָר ֵא ֒ל יְ הוָ ֞ה ֱאל ֵֹה֣י ֲאב ֵֹת ֶיכ֗ם
ְ ֹאמ ֮ר ֶא
ַ ֹאמ ֩ר עֹ֨וד ֱאל ִֹה֜ים ֶאל־מ ֶֹׁש֗ה כֹּֽה־ת
ֶ וַ יּ
ה־שּׁ ִ ֣מי ְלע ָ ֹ֔לם וְ זֶ ֥ה זִ ְכ ִ ֖רי
ְ ֶיכם ז
֑ ֶ אַב ָר ָ ֜הם ֱאל ֵ ֹ֥הי יִ ְצ ָ ֛חק וֵ אל ֵ ֹ֥הי יַ ֲעקֹ֖ב ְׁש ָל ַ ֣חנִ י ֲא ֵל
ְ ֱאל ֵ ֹ֨הי
דֹר דֹּֽר׃
֥ ְל
Exo 3:14-15 – “And Elohim said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt
thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you. (15) And Elohim said
moreover unto Moses, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, יהוה, the Elohim
of your fathers, the Elohim of Abraham, the Elohim of Isaac, and the Elohim of Jacob,
hath sent me unto you: this is my name forever, and this is my memorial unto all
generations.”
Those familiar with Hebrew will easily recognize the link between the following two words:
 אהיהand יהיה. The former is the 1st person, singular, Qal, Imperfect form of the verb היה, “to
be.” The latter is the 3rd person in the same stem, person, and tense, but in the masculine
gender, not the common.  יהיהis very close to the form of the name יהוה. There is a root that
carries the same meaning as  היהbut is more ancient and sparsely used in the Old Testament -

הוה.

That the trusted lexicographers and grammarians are in agreement on this point is
undisputable:
Benjamin Davidson:

Gesenius’ Lexicon:

John Parkhurst:

So, the conclusion of the above is that the root of the Name is הוה. However, we need to dig a
little deeper. Since we know that the Name goes much farther back than the 1st century, we
must look into what roots like the aforementioned may have consisted of before then. I quote
Gesenius for an explanation for this (Grammar, §75a):

The vast majority of what are known as  ל”הverbs, verbs with a  הin the third radical, were
formerly  ל”יverbs, verbs with a  יin the third radical. He goes on in §75c to explain that the ה
currently at the end of  ל”הverbs is merely orthographic. It is the elision of the final  יin the
original forms that caused the lengthening of the characteristic vowel in the root (the vowel
under the second radical). So, what was originally  ָהוַ יbecame  ָהוָ ה.
So, the conclusion of STAGE II is that the original root of the Name is  ָהוַ י.

STAGE III
We now have enough information to start examining whether Yahweh is a legitimate
grammatical possibility for the pronunciation of the Name. First, it should be noted that
Gesenius was very clear on his understanding of the pronunciation and was not alone in the
scholarly world. Gesenius, in §17c of his Grammar, while discussing the concepts of the
Qere/Kethiv, says the following:

In §102m he says:

There are several other locations between his Grammar and Lexicon where he shows his
learned opinion, in addition to proving that the pronunciation  יְ הֹוָהis not original based on the
adjectival and pronoun behaviors surrounding it, amongst other things.
Franz Delitzsch, the famed translator of the Greek New Testament into Hebrew, originally
concluded the Name was Yahawa ()יַ ֲהוָ ה. This information can be found in the First Edition of
his “Biblical Commentary on the Psalms.” I do not have the link readily available, though I have
found it online in the past. Later, however, after correspondence back and forth with a trusted
friend and Hebrew scholar, Franz Deitrich, he was persuaded differently. That correspondence
can be found here:
https://archive.org/stream/zeitschriftfrd04berluoft#page/n289/mode/2up (pages 280-298)
After this he produced a Second and Third edition to his Commentary. In the preface of his
Second Edition we read the following:

He abandoned his previous view in favor of Jahve, which in German is pronounced Yahwe,
exactly the same as was proposed and established by Gesenius.
This raises the question: “Where in the world did Gesenius and Delitzsh get their views of this?”
Well, unfortunately Gesenius never lays it out in one single section of his Grammar or Lexicon.
However, the information necessary to determine where he derived his view is readily available
in his Grammar if it is studied.
I will approach his proposition from two directions: (1) The historical morphology and
phonology of the Hebrew language from the past and (2) The derived shortened forms of the
Name (prefixes, suffixes, and  )יָ הּand how these two directions all point to ( יַ ְהוֶ הYahwe).

Direction #1:
Gesenius, in discussing “Verbal Nouns” (Grammar, §84d) (i.e. nouns that derive from various
forms of verbs) has the following to say:

Several points need to be mentioned here to properly understand this portion. First, when
illustrating verb forms in Hebrew Grammars, grammarians universally use the verb  ָק ַטל, qatal.
This is because it is a “regular” verb that conjugates accordingly in all forms and is thus easy to
reference and display. So, when words such as qatala and yaqtŭlŭ are found above the q-t-l in
the words are placed to represent the 3-letter root of the verb being used. To determine what
a word would look like in that form for a different root we simply replace the q-t-l with the
corresponding letters of the root. In our case the root we already established is  ָהוַ י, h-w-y.
Second, we need to understand that the Name is in the Imperfect tense. This is also universally
acknowledged by various lexicographers and grammarians. The –יprefix identifies it as such.
The verb’s meaning, to be, also renders it an “intransitive” verb (see definition here:
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/intransitive%20verb). Thus, the relevant portion in
Gesenius’ Grammar above for our purposes would read:

“for yahwŭyŭ is imperfect of the transtitive hawaya, and yahwăyŭ imperfect of the
intransitive perfects hawiya and hawuya.”
Gesenius’ is discussing what are known as “ground forms.” Ground forms are the forms of
Hebrew verbs as they derived from a much older, primitive language. Joshua Blau, in his
Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew (Eisenbrauns, 2010) 3.4.5, states the following
about verbal nouns that end in –ayu, like our yahwăyŭ above:
“3.4.5.2 A word-final tripthong composed of an originally short vowel and yu, yi, wu, wi
changes to segol (spelled ֶה-), e.g. *samaniyu/i > ‘ ְׁשמוֺ נֶ הeight (FS)’; *yagliyu > *yigliyu >

‘ יִ גְ ֶלהhe will be exiled’; *galiyu/i > ‘ גּוֺ ֶלהexiled’; *sadayu/i ‘field’ > * ; ָׂש ֶדהmariyu/i
‘teacher’ > ( מוֺ ֶרהThe nouns here are the absolute forms. For construct forms, see
immediately below.)”
So, the phonological and morphological evidence shows that the ending of our yahwăyŭ verbal
noun, with the originally short vowel pataḥ (ă) followed by yu, becomes yahweh or יַ ְהוֶ ה. Thus
far the evidence is pretty strong for Yahweh being a possible and very plausible pronunciation.

Direction #2:
We now need to investigate whether the form  יַ ְהוֶ הcan explained the various derived forms in
the Hebrew text. Here are the three derived forms that we have:
-

ֺ יְ הו- used as the prefix of theophoric names
 יָ הּו- used as the suffix of theophoric names
 יָ הּ- the shortened form of the Name, most often used poetically

What is evident from the first two forms initially is that when they are joined to another word
the orthographic ֶה- is elided. Let’s examine the suffix form first. We do this because the suffix
form doesn’t undergo any vowel changes as the prefix form does due to its position in the
words it is found (more on the vowel changes below). Vowel changes occur due to other, nonpositional rules, however.
As previously mentioned, in all derived forms of the Name the ֶה- is elided. So, eliding this from
our starting, full form  יַ ְהוֶ הmakes it יַ ְהו. This is a very confusing and unintelligible Hebrew
word as is. In fact, it cannot remain this way and be a legitimate word. We read the following
about this specific scenario in Gesenius’ grammar §24d:

In the full form  יַ ְהוֶ הthe Shewa under the  הis known as a silent, or quiescent Shewa. The
resulting form from the elision, יַ ְהו, still retains this quiescent Shewa, but it now leaves the  וat
the end of the word. This meets the criteria of the above rule perfectly. As a result, per the
rule the  וbecomes the unchangeable long vowel of the homogenous class. In the case of a י, it
becomes a hireq-yod - ִי. In our case the  וbecomes a shureq - ּו. The quiescent Shewa is also
dropped. Thus we are now left with the form יַ הּו. So, this is close to the suffix form above, but
not exact. However, the vowel changes aren’t complete.
In Hebrew, when a syllable goes from being closed (ending in a consonant), as it is in וֶ ה, to
open (i.e. ending in a vowel), as in הּו, the preceding vowel must lengthen to compensate for
the change. This rule can be found in Gesenius’ Grammar §26e:

In names such as  יִ ְר ְמיָ ֖הּוYirmeyahu (Jeremiah) the tone falls on the open syllable ֖ ָי, as
indicated by the accent. There are few, very specific exceptions to this rule, which can be found
in §26f-l, none of which apply in our case, though. So, we now have our current suffix form of
 יַ הּוbeing changed into is final, grammatically correct form - יָ הּו.
Next we will deal with the prefix form. For this form we are going to use the name יְ הוֺ ֻׁש ַע
Yehoshua for our illustrations. The prefix form is derived from the use of the suffix form being
placed in a different position in the word. Any student of Hebrew will readily admit that as a
word becomes longer for any reason, whether it is the appending of the theophoric element as

in Yehoshua or because the word is becoming plural, the vowels change in the word. Gesenius
goes into great detail on this issue in §27 of his Grammar, et al. A very simple example we can
use to illustrate this vowel change is if we use the word  ָדּ ָברdavar and pluralize it. When
pluralized it becomes  ְד ָב ִרים, devarim. The addition of letters in a Hebrew word by definition
changes the syllable on which the tone falls. The syllable on which the tone falls is called the
“tonic” syllable, the syllable before the tonic syllable is called the “pretonic” syllable, and the
syllable before that is called the “propretonic syllable” ( יִ ְר ְמיָ ֖הּוabove is another example that
has all three types). Different grammars use different words to describe the last syllable type,
but the concept remains the same – it is the syllable two places before the tonic syllable.
In the word  ָדּ ָברthe tonic syllable is a closed one -  ָבר. Therefore the pretonic syllable is  ָדּ.
Pluralizing it adds a whole new syllable, though -  ִרים. The tone falls on that syllable, making ָב
the pretonic syllable and  ְדthe propretonic one. Gesenius describes this shift as follows:

The ā (qameṣ) in  ָדּreduces to a Shewa in its propretonic position. So we now go back and
apply this rule to the suffix form  יָ הּוwhen it is added to the beginning of another word to form
a proper noun. The name  יְ הוֺ ֻׁש ַעis made from the joining of two words -  ֻׁש ַע, a modified form
of the verb  יָ ַׂשעand the modified suffix form of יָ הּו. Putting those two together with no
further vowel modifications we get יָ הּו ֻׁש ַע. Indeed some would argue that Yahushua, as that
form would be pronounced, is the more accurate pronunciation of Messiah’s name. However,
they would not be accounting for the very important vowel shift rules we have been discussing.
As can be found in the Masoretic Text, the name ֹוׁש ַ֣ע
ֻ  יְ הhas the tone falling on the final syllable
-  ֻׁש ַ֣ע, shua. This makes  הֹוthe pretonic syllable and ְ יthe propretonic syllable. Using our
incorrect form above, יָ הּו ֻׁש ַע, we apply the vowel change rule to the propretonic syllable,
which causes is to reduce to a Shewa, resulting in  יְ הּו ֻׁש ַע- Yehushua. What happens to the
shureq in the  הּוsyllable is due to a concept known as vowel dissimilation, where a vowel in a
modified word changes to one completely heterogeneous. Here is what Gesenius has to say on
the matter in §27w of his Grammar:

The examples given above that are applicable to our case are those in which the total number
of syllables changes. For example, “( ִראׁשוֺ ןfirst”) comes from the word “( רֹאׁשhead”). The
addition of the syllable changes the “o”-class vowel holem to a completely different class of
vowel – hireq, an “i”-class vowel. Other examples are also found above that I need not detail
explicitly. For our case, the “u”-class vowel shureq in our  יְ הּו ֻׁש ַעto an “o”-class vowel – holemwaw, making our final form - יְ הוֺ ֻׁש ַע.
Now the final derived form to address is יָ הּ. Davidson, Gesenius, and others agree that this is
an “abbreviated” form of the name. Gesenius, in his lexical entry for this Name, states that the
omission of the toneless shureq results in the form. The  הthen takes a mappiq in the middle to
emphasize its consonantal value (which it never lost in the full or other derived forms). If the
mappiq isn’t added, the consonantal value of the  הis eliminated completely, not to mention we
never find a version of the Name with only a ָי. This version would be properly pronounced
Yahhh (with a forceful outward breath completing the Name).

History, Phonology, Morphology 

יַ ְהוֶ ה

 Derived forms, Shortened Form

In conclusion for STAGE III we can see that יַ ְהוֶ ה, as proposed and accepted by Gesenius,
Delitzsch, and countless other grammarians since is grammatically explained from antiquity and
through its derived forms.

STAGE IV
Though this is outside of the grammatical explanation of the Name it is worth noting that the
same pronunciation is testified to in Clement (ca. early 3rd century), Stromata l. 5, c. 6. V. 34-35
(here in Greek on page 162:
http://khazarzar.skeptik.net/pgm/PG_Migne/Clement%20of%20Alexandria_PG%200809/Stromata.pdf), as well as by Epiphanius (ca. late 4th century) and Theodoret (ca. late 5th
century). Both of the latter two testify that the Name, which they spell Ἰαβέ in Greek

(pronounced in their day – Yahveh, the “v” being a labial spirant), was spoken as such by the
Samaritans.
In the Jerusalem Talmud we read:
R. Joshua b. Levi said, “Even if one has said, ‘When a man has on
the skin of his body a swelling or an eruption or a spot, and it turns
into a leprous disease on the skin of his body’ (Lev. 13:2), and then
has spat—he has no portion in the world to come.”
Abba Saul says, “Also: he who pronounces the divine Name as it is
spelled out.”
R. Mana said, “For example, the Cutheans, who take an oath
thereby.”
R. Jacob bar Aha said, “It is written YH[WH] and pronounced
AD[onai].”
These “Cutheans” the Rabbis mention are none other than the Samaritans. It is beyond the
scope of this letter to go through the history of that; I will let you research that on your own.
The above scenario begs the question, though: “If the Samaritans weren’t pronouncing the
Name correctly, why would the Rabbis even care? If they pronounced the Name ‘Joe-Bob’,
would the same curse have been spoken over them?” I’d say that is doubtful.
So, the latter two witnesses are relatively late, but both testify to the exact same
pronunciation. A pronunciation which would have likely been retained in that closed culture,
and was condemned by the Pharisaic Rabbis a couple centuries earlier.

CONCLUSION
I believe the evidence lies heavily in favor of Yahweh (ee-ah-oo-eh) being the most accurate
pronunciation. I aligns with the grammar and history of the Hebrew language as well as
testimonies we have from several ancient witnesses. As I stated in my introduction, there is no
way we can know this for sure. None of us were there when Yahweh spoke to Moses. But, this
option carries with it the weight of proper Hebrew grammatical structure, phonology, and
morphology, the testimony of the world’s most renown and taught Hebrew Grammarians, and
the testimony of ancient witnesses. One should be very confident when speaking this Name, in
my personal opinion. But, speaking a Name is always better than replacing it. Would Yahweh
consider the replacement of the Name with a title not found in the text any different than
replacing “swine” with “cattle” for unclean food?
Blessings to you in Messiah Yeshua!

